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it is available in three different versions
for professional audio users:- for users of
the standard edition:- for users of the
standard edition without the parameter
black box:- for users of the system:- for
the music editor of the standard edition:-
for the music editor and midi editor of
the standard edition:- for the music
editor of the standard edition and the
music editor of the standard edition with
the parameter black box: in theory you
can save note positions in your sample
library, but in the way that each position
is marked by an insistent light and
sound. thats really the only reason you
would need to save notes. with melodyne
you only need to save the single position
where you want your note to stay, the
others are easily recognized and so wont
fall out of place. the note editor
preserves the original sound shape and
always keeps a display of the new notes
youre adding.you can play with pitch real
time, observe the sound of each note
and change the information in the note
editor instantly.the smart console and
smart sound allows you to move around
quickly and reliably, focusing on
essentials, saving space and giving you
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maximum control. you can even swap
effects and processing on the fly with
hotkeys. the full feature set was set in
stone long before you came along. what
made melodyne so successful was the
fact that it required almost no learning
curve. you could switch quickly between
the note editor and the smart console,
without any kind of practice. youve
probably experienced that before with
other audio editors. melodyne is not a
chained application, with which you have
to learn to handle every function first.
you can access all features of celemony
melodyne editor right from the
beginning.
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